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TRUNCATED POLYNOMIAL ALGEBRAS OVER
THE STEENROD ALGEBRA
Abstract
MOHAMED ALI
It is shown that the classification of polynomial algebras over the mod
p Steenrod algebra is an essentially different problem from the classifica-
tion of polynomial algebras truncated at height greater than p over the
Steenrod algebra .
0 . Introduction . Let B = Zp[y2n y2n2, . . . , y2n,] be a polynomial algebra
over A(p), the mod p Steenrod algebra, where yen ; has dimension 2ni and p
is an odd prime . If each ni is prime to p, the results of [1] and [2] imply
that the structure of B is well understood; in particular the set of dimensions
{2n1, 2n2 , . . .,2n,} is a union of sets given in the Clark-Ewing list of dimensions
in the main Theorem of [3] . Earlier attempts in the 1960's and early 1970's to
classify the set of dimensions occurring in B often depended only on the A(p)-
algebra structure of Bp+1 = Zp[y2n1, y2n2, . . . , yen,]p+1 , the polynomial algebra
truncated at height p + 1 . The question of determining the dimensions of the
generators of a truncated polynomial algebra A = Zp[x2n1, X2n2, . . . . X2n,]p+1
over A(p), where each ni is prime to p, is not well understood . It appears not
to be known if the set of possible dimensions in the two cases coincide as is
certainly the case when r = 1 . The purpose of this note is to settle this question,
for example, Z11[xs,xlo] 12 supports an ,/4(11)-structure, but Z11[y6,y10] does
not .
The question has some topological significance . For example, if a product of
p-local spheres, IIS(P) , 1 < i < r, supports an A(p) structure in the sense of
[5], then each ni E {1, 2,. . p} and there exists a truncated polynomial algebra
over A(p), A = Zp [x2n, , x2n 2 , . . . , x2njp+1 [4] .
	
If an addition, 1 < ni < p for
each i and there exists B = Zp [y2n y2n2 , . . . , y2n,], then the set of dimensions
{2n1, 2n2 , . . . , 2n,.} is given by the Clark-Ewing list . One would then expect
that, up to homotopy, IlSn ~ ' supports the structure of a topological group .
1 . Clark's condition . First we apply a well known theorem of A. Clark
[2] ; it is clear that the proof holds for a polynomial algebra truncated at height
greater than p .
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Theorem 1 .1 . Let A be a polynomial algebra truncated at height p -1-1 over
¡he mod p Steenrod algebra. If 2m is the degree of a generator of A, then either
m - 0 mod p or these exists a generator of dimension 2n with n - 1 - p mod
If we restrict attention to A = Zp[s2n,x2,n]P+1 as above, routine calculations
imply that, for small primes, the pairs of integers {2n, 2m} must lie in the table
below.
p = 3 {4,4}
p = 5 {4,4},{4,6},{4,8}
p = 7 {4,4}, {4,6}, {4,8} , {4,12}, {6,6}, {6,12}, {8,12}, {12,12}
p = 11 {4,4},{4,6},{4,8},{4,10},{4,12},{4,20},{6,10},
{8,20},{10,10},{10,20},{12,16},{20,20}
p = 13 {4,4},{4,6},{4,8},{4,12},{4,14}, {4,24},{6,6},{6,10},
{6,12},{6,24},{8,8},{8,12},{8,16},{8,24},{12,12},
{12,18},{12,24},{16,24},{24,24}
Comparing this list with the list of possible dimensions of the generators of
a polynomial algebra B = Zp[y2n, y2 ,n ] over the Steenrod algebra [3], we see
that the only pairs which do not appear in the latter are {6,10} and {8, 20}
when p = 11 and {6,10}, {8,16} and {12,18} when p = 13 . We must therefore
consider the possibility of defining the action of the Steenrod algebra on A =
Zp [x 2n , x2 ,n]P+1 in these five cases .
2 . Steenrod theorem. In hislast published paper, Steenrod considered the
question of defining the cyclic reduced powers on graded polynomial algebra.
We believe that his results have never been applied . We summarize them in
our context .
Let A be a graded algebra over the (unstable) mod p Steenrod algebra con-
centrated in even dimensions . Recall that the cyclic reduced powers are homo-
morphisms
pq : A2n -s A2n+2q(p - 1)
satisfying :
(1) p° = Identity,
(2) pqx = xP if 2q = dimx,
(3) pqx = 0 if 2q > dim x,
(4) p9(xy) =El-0 pixp4-'y,
(5)Ifa<pb,
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f1rl a+t (p - 1)(b - t) - 1 a+b-t t
0 a-pt )
p p
Now let A = Zp [x2n, , x2np . . . . ,x2n, ] a+l . Suppose that for each i, there are
defined homomorphisms Pq by setting Pgx2ni = fq,i, 0 < q < 2ni, where fv,i E
A has dimension 2ni +2q(p -1), Pni x2n; = XZni and Pgx2ni = 0 for q > ni and
extending Pq over A by linearity and the Cartan formula (4) . Theorem 6.2 and
Lemma 4.1 of [7] imply that these Pq define an action of the Steenrod algebra
provided that R(a, b)x2ni = 0 for all i where (a, b) = (pt , b), t >_ 0.
We now restrict attention to the five examples A = Zp[x2n,x2m]n+1 listed
above where n < m. Suppose that P I x2n = 91,n,P l x2m = h1 ,m . We define
Yx2n inductively for 1 < i < n by requiring R(1, i - 1)x2n = 0, or equiva-
lently, PI x2n = ( i)-1P1Pi-l x2n, Pnx2n =x2n with similar definitions for x2,n .
Dimensional reasons imply that p-r = 0 in all cases as 2mp - 2n < 2p(p -- 1)
and therefore R(pt , b) = 0 for t > 0. Thus tó show that the definitión of the P'
defines an action of the Steenrod algebra it is sufficient to check that with the
chosen 91,n and hl,,n, R(I,n - 1)x2n = 0 and R(1,m - 1)x2,, = 0.
Theorem 2 .1 .
(a) p = 11, ZI1 [x s , x 1o ] 12 and Zll [x8, X211 12 support an action of the Steen-
rod algebra which is unique up to algebra isomorphism over the Steenrod
algebra.
(b) p = 13, Z13[xg,x10]14, Z13[x12, x18] 14 and Z13[x8,x1B]14 do not support
an action of ¡he Steenrod algebra.
We consider the examples in turn .
(a) (1) p = 11, {6,10} . We first prove uniqueness . Assume that ZI I [x s , xlo] 12
supports an A(p)-action . For dimensional reasons p l xs = axsxi o1 P xio =
%xlo + -yxfi . Routine computations show that
p3xó = (3!) -1 [2ay2x6 l + a(a + 20)(a + 4P)xsxio + 5af(a + 2p)xsxio ] = xsl
Therefore ay2 = 3 and a+20 = 0 . We can choose y to have any non-zero value .
So we set y = 5. Then a = 1 and ,Q = 5. We deduce that if A supports an action
of the Steenrod algebra, the action is unique up to algebra homomorphism over
the Steenrod algebra and we can set P I xs = xsx2o, p 1XIO = 5(x31 lo + xs) .
Therefore let 91,3 =
xsxio,
hi,s = 5(xó +. xs) and define Pgxs, PgXIO as de-
scribed above . The calculation above implies that R(1, 2)X6 = 0 and so we
need only check that R(1,4)xl0 = 0. Routine calculation verifies that this is
true .
(a) (2) p = 11, {8, 20} . Again assume that Z11 [x8, x12]
12 supports an A(p)-
action . For dimensional reasons, p1 x8 = "8x20, p1 x20 = 0x20 +yx8 . Routine
computations show that
p4x8 = (4!)-1 [a(a + 0)(a + 20)(a + 30)x8x2o + a7(a - p)(a + 2p)x6x6o
`
	
+ay2(a + 30)x81] = x81 .
Therefore by suitable choice of x2o, we can assume that a = 1 . It follows that
p = 5, 7 = f4. Replacing x8 by x8 if necessary, we can assume that y = 4,
and therefore if A supports an action of the Steenrod algebra, the action is
unique up to algebra homomorphism over the Steenrod algebra and we can set
p1 x8 = x8xlo, p1 x2o = 5x20 +4x8 .
Therefore let 91,4 = XSx20, hijo = 5x30 + 4x8 and define 09x6, pgx2o as
described ábove. . Clearly R(1, 3)x8 = 0 and so we need just to check that
R(1, 9)X20 = 0. Routine calculation verifies that this is true.
(b) (3) p = 13, {6,10} . Again suppose that Z13[x6,x1o]14 supports an A(p)
action . For dimensional reasons p1 x6 = ax5 + px3o, p1 x10 = yxsxlo . Routine
calculations show that
03x6 = (3!) -1 [6a3 x63 + p{6a2 + (4a + 3y)(5a + 3y)}x610
+ 02(5a + 3y)x6 1 = x63
Therefore a3 = 1, p{6a2 + (4a + 3y)(5a + 3y)} and
p2 (5a + 3y) = 0 in Z13 .
This is possible only if p = 0, but this implies that 09x10 E (x6 ) which is not
possible as p5xlo = X13 . Thus Z13[x 6 , x10] 14 will not support an A(13) action .10
(b) (4) p = 13, {8,16}. Again suppose that Z13 [X8, x16] 14 supports an A(p)
action . For dimensional reasons p1 x8 = ax8 -1- pxi6+yxáxls, 0'x16 = 6x8X16+
/Zx8x16 + 0x8. Routine calculations show that
p4 x8 = (4!)
[{7a4 + 12a0B2 + 8ayic0 + 6a28y + 11y202 + 6082 / + y8p2 + 2BZyb}x83+
{9a2yN, + 3app + 6ayp2 + PBp2 +yp3 + 80 ,yó + 3a3y+
4cey 20 + 9a2pB + 8aO-y6 + py0
2 + 12pO 2 6}x81 x16+
{5x30 + 1102 02 + 60Byp + 11apO-y + 4a2y2 + 6ay2p + 8a2-yb + 6«060+
a2pp + 8ayóp + 30Bóp + 7yóp2 +8&
3 + 9B-y 26 + 80y0 + 2By3 }x8 16 +
{a2py + 11poy2 + 6ay3 + 7y3[1 + 11a-Y26 + 12PB6y + 5,Y26FU + 120-yp2+
6a2p6 + 100ó2p + 12apbp + 12-í
62,U + 6pfc2 ó + 11ap2B + 3p2Bfc}xáxi6+
{90,202 + 6p20y + 5apy2 + 3py2~t + apy6 + 1102 06 + ap2F¿ + 9py6,¿+
90202 + lly4 +7^í
'3 6 + 3y262 + 6_Y63 +3apb2 + 9ppb2 }x8xi6+
{5ap2y+03B+4yp2p+0y3+4py2 ó+12pyó2 +10«026+02Pb+11063 }xáxi6+
{llapa + 1203 0 +
302y2 + 602y6 + 90262 }x8x66]
=x63
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One can show that this implies that 0 = 0, and so p g xls E (x8) which is false
as p8xls = xis . Thus Z13[x8,x16] 14 will not support an A(13)-action .
(b) (5) p = 13, {12,18} . Similarly as in the last examples, we can see that,
for dimensional reasons, p1 x1 2 = axil +Oxi81 il l xl8 = yxi2x18 and then
ps x12 = (6!) -1 [{ 8afi xiz + f(3a'y + 9aly2 +4a 2y3 + 4ay 4 +
6,y5
}x 10 x12 i8
+fi 2 {5a 4 +7a 2y+5a2y2 + 3ce -y3 }xi2xi8 +,~3 {7a 3 +9a2 y-~ lla-y2 +y3 }xi2x68
+ q4 {7a2 + 12a-y+ 6y2 }X12X881 = X1312 .
This is true only if ,Q = 0, but this implies that pex 18 E (x12) which is impossible
as p9 x18 = X18 and so Z13[x12,x18] 14 will not support an .4(13)-action .
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